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Introduction 
1. Sutton Decentralised Energy Network Ltd (SDEN), a subsidiary wholly owned by London 

Borough of Sutton Council, deliberately misrepresented the facts of its business to attract 

customers using information that in part it knew to be wrong. 

2. False Assertions were made concerning pricing, reliability, green energy and service 

standards to both customers and developers. 

3. SDEN is now currently under investigation following allegations of fraud, false accounting 

and price inflation. It’s Managing Director stepped down shortly after this revelation.1,2,3,4 

4. Had SDEN been transparent and honest with its claims and business model I would not have 

purchased here 

5. Accordingly, I make the following evidenced complaint to request disconnection from the 

SDEN system, to receive compensation for distress and misrepresentation, to receive a 

refund for overcharges and to have a suitable alternative heat source provided by SDEN such 

as an air source heat pump. 

 

Pricing Assertions Summary 
6. SDEN, unlike all other district heating companies in the country advertises itself as offering 

“price parity”. 5 Therefore, SDEN must be held accountable to this promise and not other 

offerings in this sector. 

7. SDEN indicates it employs a “counter-factual pricing model” to give the alternative lifetime 

cost of a boiler system which is set to include boiler running costs, insurances, variable rate 

heat charges tracking market prices and so on. 

8. SDENs current and historic online presence states “To maintain price parity we charge a 

fixed rate based upon national consumer price indices and labour costs, plus a variable rate 

that tracks wholesale gas prices.”5 

9. Physical sales material states “Price Parity – we will set our prices by benchmarking them 

against the cost which would be paid using natural gas boilers on a whole life cycle cost 

basis.”6 

10. Sales material continues – “No Green Premium – Our extremely green supplies come at no 

additional cost which sometimes charged for low carbon energy.”6 

11. Developer sales material (David Wilson Homes) states “There will be robust measures on the 

supplier to ensure prices are fair and competitive and requirements in their response times 

and compensation for failure to deliver”.7 

12. Council documents outline that SDEN was established to combat “fuel poverty and energy 

security”. This is repeated throughout public Council documents available on the 

modern.gov.uk website and in internal restricted documents. 8,9,10,11,12 

13. SDEN and Council business plans state “The cost of our low carbon energy will be the same 

as or cheaper than fossil fuel alternatives”13 

14. SDENs Pricing Policy states “ SDEN will operate a fair pricing policy where customers’ heat 

charges are set to offer price parity and where possible a cost saving against the alternative 

whole life cycle cost of heat that each customer would otherwise pay”14 

15. SDENs old website states “Pricing Policy and Charges: We charge a combination of a fixed 

and variable rate – the same as any other energy supplier. To maintain price parity, the 

variable rate will track wholesale gas prices and our fixed rate “the standing charge” will 

track changes in the national consumer price indices and labour costs. Our charges are set to 
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be comparable with the cost of generating heat from an individual boiler which includes the 

cost of gas, and running, maintaining and replacing that boiler” 15 

16. Shareholders of SDEN and SDEN itself state that pricing is Benchmarked against the Heat 

Trust”16, that KPMG vetted the pricing model and that BEIS input on the pricing model.1,16 

17. SDEN documents bare logos of the Heat Trust. 17 

18. SDEN stated it would undertake annual pricing reviews. 

Pricing Complaint – Variable & Standing 
 

19. SDEN went live with a variable heat charge of 6.1p/kWh in 2017. The average heat cost per 

kWh across the country at this period excluding standing charge allowed for a kWh price of 

3.7p to 4.04p showing that SDEN was up to 65% higher than the market average.18,19 . The 

cheapest rate was noted by Which at 3.16p/kWh20,21 showing a 93% uplift. The following 

years retail pricing decreased to 2.4p/kWh yet SDEN did not update pricing. 

20. SDEN and its majority shareholder undertook a residential heat cost comparator exercise to 

establish price parity in 2014, price parity was established to be between 3.12 and 

4.33p/kWh, SDEN ultimately went live at 6.1p/kWh in 2017, up to 95% higher than 

previously established.22 Over the same time period, the Gas Spot Price went from a price of 

70.14p/therm in 2014 to 29.57p/therm in 2016 just before going live following a decline 

from the highs of 2014 showing an underlying cost price reduction of up to 58% or more 

than half.23 In short, as SDENs underlying market costs more than halved, their residential 

heat cost almost doubled placing them 65%-95% higher than the market on kWh rate alone 

despite their supposed parity. 

21. From 2016 to 2021, SDEN has no live indexed gas cost input into its models, stating “n/a”.24 

22. From 2021 onwards, SDEN relies on a constant compound growth metric which is equal to 

6%/annum in final stages. This results in a price per kWh of 11.38 EX Vat or 11.95p/kWh inc 

VAT in 2040/2041. During the same period, the multiplier linked the live indexed gas cost 

goes from  a c.97% increase (2.30 – 4.53) to a c.150% increase (4.51 – 11.38) showing that 

indexation to their projections is not retained. There are also no comparable market 

indicators of gas forwards at this price point with models coming in at less than half this 

indexation value.24, 25 

23. SDEN financial models evidence that an IRR of 9.04% was required to get the project live. At 

exactly 6.1p/kWh with the standing charge, this metric was hit to a precision of 0.01%. 

KPMG states “In order for LBS to make its final investment decision whether to proceed with 

the Project, we understand the final model must present both a pre-tax nominal project IRR 

greater than, or equal to 9.04%, and a total nominal cumulative surplus cash flow of 

£1.54m”. 26 With market-based pricing this is not achieved and is evidence that pricing was 

fixed around this, not around logical market inputs or price parity. 

24. The consultant on the SDEN project, Mr Simon Woodward gave the following statement on 

the pricing, this was witnessed by the then managing director of SDEN, Amanda Cherrington 

(who has now resigned following the announcement of an investigation after allegations of 

fraud and false accounting), the Sutton Council assistant director regeneration Katherine 

Carr, a local Liberal Democrat Ward Councillor, Ben Andrew and 3 customers of SDEN, 

myself included – “The costs were developed from a top-down approach, you can not create 

the costings from the market. We pre-set the price. We asked what price is a fair price, and 

we set that price, we don't put the actual costs into our model. This determined if there was 

a viable business case in our model. When you create an energy business you create a 
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triangle with costs. We looked at the revenue which could be charged that was felt to be 

fair, we looked at the options and decided on [our model] that set the total price and we 

don't break this down. I then built up from the ground up the operating costs and 

determined the profit, it made a small profit. This allowed the council to invest in the 

scheme. We ascertained whether the revenue would allow us to deliver to the model. It is 

completely impossible to unpick the pricing from the bottom” When Mr. Woodward was 

asked if his rates represent the market, he states “No, incomparable”. Amanda Cherrington 

then hung up the phone which Mr. Woodward was speaking from. Further meetings were 

not permitted on this topic. 

25. When the high price for the kWh variable charge was questioned, SDEN asserted they put 

fixed costs into the variable charge. This is however now possible as any fixed cost inserted 

into a variable charge would be overpaid by a customer going above any pre-determined 

average usage. In the case of the SDEN business model, this is 3,400kWh meaning that any 

customer in a 4 bed house who on average uses in excess of 9,000kWh would pay any fixed 

costs in the variable up to 3 times over. SDEN has customers using in excess of 15,000kWh 

rendering this supposition implausible.  

26. SDEN is not a member of the heat trust, the heat trust has also written to SDEN to ask them 

to not use its logos in their materials and has explicitly stated that the heat trust heat cost 

calculator is not to be used as a benchmarking tool as SDEN has indicated it did to justify its 

pricing.27 

27. SDEN has not had it’s pricing overseen by BEIS or HNDU who when queried stated 

“HNDU/BEIS can only provide guidance to local authorities and therefore cannot advise local 

authorities on any matter relating to their project. Therefore, the scope of our support does 

not include setting, advising on or approving heat tariffs to customers.”28 Further, KPMG did 

not assess the viability of the pricing tariffs in line with SDENs advertised statement and only 

assessed the financial model on viability on the basis that the numbers were accurate and 

true. They did not state they were reasonable or in line with advertised statements. 

28. Following meetings with SDEN and Mr. Simon Woodward, Liberal Democrat Councillors 

hand delivered leaflets stating the opposite of what was in the meeting. The Liberal 

Democrats retain a controlling share of the main shareholder of SDEN and are the 

responsible party at the Council.29 

29. The fixed cost part of the SDEN model in part is composed of the boiler replacement cost. 

This is set at 11-12 years in market parity assessments and set finally at 11.2 years by 

SDEN.22 However, the source document for this supposition states clearly that the boiler 

lifespan is 20 years30 with 11.2 years not featuring anywhere in this literature or any 

government literature. Using an arbitrary figure of £3,000 as a replacement cost, the 11.2 

year vs 20 year uplift is equal to an annual price change from £267.86 to £150 or a c.78% 

uplift. 

30. SDEN currently charges 4.76p/kWh after extensive lobbying however a market available rate 

is 3.32p/kWh.31 With prices of 2.8p/kWh available earlier in the year and 2.4p when SDEN 

launched. At todays prices, this is indicative of a c.44% uplift. 

31. EPC’s provided at point of sale do not match with pricing as estimated yearly energy cost 

was advertised as £562pa to include electricity alongside heating and hot water. Ignoring the 

standing charge, the heating cost alone is £430pa at todays rate £549 when I moved in or 

£572.67 at next years rate.32 

32. SDEN undertook its first annual price review after 4 years of operation following public 

pressure and press. 
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33. SDEN is currently under investigation following allegations of fraud and false accounting. Its 

managing director has recently resigned. 

34. SDEN was not assigned to any ombudsman for the first 4 years of its life and did not permit 

complaint escalation. 

 

Pricing Complaint Summary 
 

35. SDEN has, is and will be, over the market rate on both variable cost and standing charge by a 

considerable margin. There is a significant overcharge in all aspects of the pricing which is 

not based on tangible market inputs. SDEN does not therefore offer parity, comparable 

pricing or counter-factual pricing. 

36. There is evidence of price fixing to access investment and not strict market inputs or parity 

as claimed. This is reinforced in a statement from the pricing consultant and ex Director of 

SDEN, Mr Simon Woodward. 

37. There is no evidence of independent oversight of pricing models with SDENs own pricing 

consultant stating that they set a “fair price”. 

38. There is evidence of purposeful misrepresentation by way of independent logos, third party 

work products usage without permission (HeatTrust Benchmark) or accreditation and false 

claims which can be clearly unpicked. 

39. In light of the above I request a refund for any overcharge for the almost 3 years I have 

occupied my property.  

40. SDEN is currently under investigation following allegations of Fraud which appear to have 

merit on the above and given the detachment from advertised statements, long term 

sustainability of this company and overcharging I request to be disconnected and supplied 

an alternate heat supply. 

41. SDEN was advertised as price parity, a cost saving where possible, tracking gas prices, 

comparable to a boiler etc in all sales material and as fighting fuel poverty in publicly 

available documents online during research. The average consumer is not expected to know 

the price per kWh of gas and as standard will use price comparison websites to look for a 

better deal. The pricing was obfuscated from customers and advertised falsely to secure 

custom using terms the average consumer would understand. 

42. I was sold on price parity amongst other things which has been demonstrated to not be 

possible. 

43. Had I been advertised that pricing would be far over the market rate, up to almost double in 

the variable charge, I would not have purchased here. 

44. Had I been told that to remain profitable, SDEN would need to inflate pricing exponentially 

and arrive at c.12p/kWh I would not have purchased here. 

45. Had I been told that standing charges would not be based on evidence and inflated to 

achieve investment I would not have purchased here. 

46. Accordingly, I request disconnection from SDEN, a refund for overpayment, compensation 

for distress and the supply of an alternate heat source as SDEN is overcharging me in direct 

conflict of its advertised statements. 

Reliability Assertions Summary 
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47. SDEN documents for developers state “Better resilience than conventional heat supplies”.33 

48. SDEN sales documents state “Resilient supplies – we will provide a constant supply of hot 

water.” 34 

49. SDEN pamphlets provided to customers state “Will heat be available 24 hour a day, 7 days a 

week to residents and businesses? Yes. Our supplies are 100% resilient”35 

50. SDEN disaster recovery plan states that they will ensure that it has sufficient boiler plant to 

meet the peak heat loads.36 

51. SDENs website states “Continuous supply – providing you with a continuous supply of heat 

and hot water”37 

52. SDEN disaster recovery plan states that “SDEN must have a very high level of resilience”36 

Reliability Complaint 
 

53. SDEN to date has had 22 outages and required 2 emergency services visits for exploded 

pumps in plant rooms directly underneath residential property. 

54. Originally, the estate properties was supplied by 3 2MW boilers providing a maximum 

capacity of 6MW. At 350 properties, this provides a maximum heat load per property of 

17kW. My own property requires 36kW and the smallest 12. This was originally designed for 

only 100 properties. 38 

55. The introduction of the connection to the LFG resulted in a total available heat supply of 

7mW but this has not prevented outages with 2 occurring since evidencing that the system 

itself is unreliable regardless of multiple backups. 

56. SDEN staff have admitted that outages will continue and that their claims can not be met. 

57. Barratt David Wilson Homes staff (housebuilder) have confirmed that they did not believe 

this reliability would be possible yet sold it as such anyways. Councillor McCoy agreed with 

this and is by proxy the shareholder of SDEN.39 

58. Other systems established by the same consultant have had worse reliability and continue to 

receive outages – Barking and Dagenham -B&D Energy was required to have its electricity, 

heating, hot water and water shut off for 2 days. 

 

Reliability Complaint Summary 
 

59. SDEN is not a reliable system and cannot promise as such. Indeed, staff have confirmed 

outages will continue. 

60. Staff who sold the system knew that the system could not be reliable and sister sites have 

proved this with reliability being an issue there. Therefore, SDEN knowingly mis-sold their 

system to ensure that they would get customers. 

61. There are concerns over the ability of SDEN to actually heat the estate given the heat 

supplies available and the heat load demanded. 

62. Had I been told that I would suffer 22 outages of heating and hot water with an infant child 

in my property I would not have purchased the property. Similarly, had I been told that 

reliability would be far worse than a boiler or alternate system I would not have purchased. 

63. There is no way to ensure this system is as reliable as promised, I therefore request 

disconnection, compensation for distress and outages and an alternate heat source. 
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64. The average consumer would understand all the advertised statements to mean that there 

would be multiple redundancies in the system and that at a minimum, the network would be 

more reliable than a boiler and that given the backup systems, 100% resilience and constant 

heat/hot water would be possible. SDEN however asserts that these statements do not 

constitute a misrepresentation as it believes it would be unlikely people would infer this 

from statements that claim exactly that. SDEN therefore knowingly used these terms to 

garner undue confidence in customers who they considered may be sceptical of the heat 

network. 

Environmental Assertions 
 

65. SDEN was advertised as “extremely green supplies”40 

66. SDEN was advertised as “very low carbon content – our heat supplies are almost zero 

carbon”40 

67. SDEN continues “The only carbon content comes from the small amount of fossil fuels used 

in back-up boilers when our waste heat sources are offline for maintenance. Our energy 

supplies will reduce carbon emissions by over 5,000 tonnes per year, that’s the equivalent of 

8,000 lorry journeys from London to Glasgow”34 

Environmental Complaint 
 

68. For the first 4 years of SDEN, all heat was derived from boilers onsite that burned gas. 

69. SDEN is now connected to the LFG which comprises 1/7th of total energy. 

70. To establish SDEN, over 150 trees were cut down to lay the pipework. 

71. The majority of SDENs heat is carbon heavy and therefore not as advertised.  

72. There is no timescale on connection to the ERF and SDEN would need grant funding or to re-

structure loans to achieve this, something it is unlikely to do given investigations into it 

following allegations of fraud and false accounting. 

73. The ERF is the single biggest polluter in south London 4,41,42 and emits substantial quantities 

of particulate matter, carbon and more from burning plastics rendering any claims of zero 

carbon moot. The Beddington Incinerator has breached emissions standards over 20 times in 

15 months.43  

74. Incineration is more carbon intensive than landfill 44 

75. SDEN was used to obtain planning permission for the Incinerator and not the other way 

round 45, 46 

Environmental Complaint Summary 
 

76. My background is in Environmental Science. I looked at 3 possible sites to live all with “clean 

energy” systems to include solar, grey water recycling and district heating. I was sold on the 

bold claims of SDEN which are clearly all false. 

77. Had I been made aware of the environmental damage done to achieve the pipework laying I 

would not have purchased here. 

78. Had I known that my house would be heated by communal boilers for the first 4 years and 

not green energy I would not have purchased here. Continuing this, had I known that after 
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this period I would have 1/7th possible heat as green I would not have considered this green 

and not moved here. 

79. Had I known that a connection to the ERF would likely be impossible I would not have 

purchased here. 

80. Had I been made aware of the scope of the pollution from the Incinerator, I would not have 

purchased here. 

81. SDEN was a planning requirement to get the incinerator approval and as such, was used to 

permit more pollution, it was not a factor in mitigating damage but rather used to permit it. 

Had I known this, I would not have moved here. 

82. Only 1/7th of the available heat could be possible considered green, given the other inputs 

this would make this business net polluting and not green, if I had been informed this, I 

would not have purchased here. 

83. I therefore request disconnection from this system which is not environmentally friendly and 

request compensation for the misrepresentation and the provision of an alternate heat 

source such as an air source heat pump which I can power by truly green tariffs and my own 

solar. 

 

Social benefits Assertions 
 

84. SDEN was advertised as creating 20 jobs for the area. 34 

85. SDEN profits were set to be reinvested into the community. 34 

 

Social Benefits Complaints 

 
86. SDEN currently employs 2.5 equivalent full time members of staff. 

87. SDEN is currently a loss making business and without exaggerated pricing will continue to 

lose millions. 

Social Benefits Summary. 
88. Had I been made aware that SDEN would not employ staff and instead make significant 

losses costing both the area and the Council money I would not have purchased here. 

Complaints Summary 
 

89. As a prospective buyer I was advertised SDEN by SDEN, its main shareholder (Sutton Council) 

and the house builder who worked in partnership with SDEN and the Council. 

90. All aspects of advertised statements were false and at points, SDEN and associates made 

these statements knowingly to get customers. 

91. Had I been made aware of the facts, I would not have purchased here. 

92. SDEN does not offer Price Parity and appears to have artificially inflated pricing to hit a 

return on investment needed to launch the project which it in turn used to permit more 

pollution by way of the Incinerator. It continues to inflate pricing to generate any semblance 
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of profit and to do this, arrives at numbers disconnected from the market and completely 

untenable with heat costs of c.12p/kWh and standing charges of over £500pa. With these 

heat costs I will not be able to sell my property.  The average consumer does not know the 

current price of retail gas and SDEN leveraged this and phrasing to mis-sell me the heat 

network contract. SDENs original pricing which it went live at were not based on the market 

but rather an internal target to permit investment. 

93. SDEN is not green and from its establishment through to operation has evidenced this with 

environmental destruction, it’s establishment to permit waste burning, the provision of 

green energy is at best 1/7th and the majority of heat provided from inception is from 

standard boilers. 

94. SDEN reliability is not as advertised and statements to the contrary of what staff knew to be 

true were made wilfully. There are no assurances of reliability moving forward and infact I 

have been advised that reliability will be an issue in perpetuity. I reasonably expected that 

we would have 100% resilience and constant supply as this is what was stated, in place I 

have suffered over 20 outages and witnessed my neighbours evacuated from their property 

twice by the fire brigade. The outages have not stopped with alternate heat sources in place 

and SDEN has confirmed that outages will continue regardless of alternate heat systems. 

Indeed, other networks designed by the same staff member continue to have far worse 

problems and are plagued by electrical issues amongst others. 

95. Social benefits assigned to SDEN have not materialised showing that the business has failed 

on all accounts and to remain operational will either need to be subsidsed by tax payers or 

inflate pricing further.  

96. In light of the above, I make the request to be disconnected from the system, receive a 

refund for the overcharge, compensation for distress and the provision of an alternate heat 

source as SDEN and associated groups have clearly misrepresented information wilfully to 

get customers. Had I been told the above truthfully, I would not have purchased here or 

entered into the SDEN contract. 

Supplementary confidential information 
 

97. I am able to share more information confidentially to not be supplied to SDEN given the 

pending enquiries into the business. Please contact separately for this. 
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